EO

It's Thursday night, February 13, and Bill Gallagher and I
are interviewing Major Teta at his home in New Haven. Now
Major Teta is best known for his work with military bands
but he started out with the fife and drum corps and that
is about the phase of his career that we would like to
discuss mainly because of the fact that we are in fifing
and drumming and trying find out as much about the history
and the developments, specially inthe New Haven area as
we possibly can. Now first I'll ask you a personal question
which you can answer or not answer at your own choosing .
How old are you?

MT

I'll be 82 next week.

WFG

Is that a fact?
out fine.

EO

What was your first corps major, your first fife and drum
corps.

MT

The Edwin Bancroft Foot Boy's Club up on Chapel Street.
Its about mid-way between Taft Hotel and Temple · street •
The Boy's Club was under the management of the directors
of the YMCA which used to me on Temple Street which is
now the Liberty Building, and they were given the Boy's
Club the great runaround and they decided that one of
men of the Board of Directors, Edwin Bancroft Foot was
a millionaire and he brought this property which used
to be the old skating rink on Chapel Street. There is
a driveway there and he turned it over as a Boy's Club
in his name and the man they got to come here was the,
he was a professional, a Boy's Club director. His name
was John D. Baker and that's how I got acquahted with
John Baker when he wanted to organize a boys drum corps
and we looked around for teachers and we picked up

Let me just stop right here.

It's coming

Tarr.

EO

Charlie Tarr?

MT

Charlie Tarr.

WFG

Who did he play with then?

MT

He played with Lancraft at that time and we also got
Earl Sturtz whose on drums, and he was a campanion
drummer at that time from State Conventions. So that
was the beginning of our Boy's Club Drum Corps and we
took part in all these trips going up to Waterbury and
Torrington, you know, each drum corps had their own so
we would go along and help to fill the ranks, so we had
quite a drum corps.

EO

What year was that Major?

MT

It goes back to 1909.

EO

1909.

MT

Yes.

EO

Who else belonged to the drum corps? Anybody whose name
would be recognizeable to us as a drum corp person.

MT

Right now I can't recall who was in the corps at that
time but most all of them now or today are in their
70's and 80's. Eventually the drum corps dissolved and
they, most of these soles went with the Lancraft
Drum Corps and I should say that the Boy's Club Drum
Corps last about 7 or 8 years and when that dissolved
then I took up lessons on the trombone from Old Man
Tullo. I learned how to play the trombon in baritone
and formed a Boy's Club Band. Later on comes the
question of war in 1916 when we went to the Mexican
Boarder and the Band was in the 2nd regiment at that
time didn't like the idea of going to the boarder just
like

EO

Like Viet Nam.

MT

Like Viet Nam for instance.

EO

My father was sationed on the Mexican Boarder too.

MT

And when he, when the regiment came back, Clarerre Ganim
the adjutant came to me and said How about getting a
band organized for the regiment, and I said Well it's
going to be a tough job. I'll try to get as many men
in the Boy's Club Band to join. There was Art Shwarmer
and Eddy Brennan. These names are still in the, floating
around as fine musicians and we went over seas and it
the so-called World War I which was supposed to be just
an expiditionary deal but we finally got into action over
there and that's something that we didn't enjoy going up
and doing a little stretching.

EO

Stretch bearing.

MT

Then, of course we came home and World War I I broke out
of course we were already in so we had to go so that
World War I I brought us a lot of experience and that's
where I went to Paris, one of these trips, we -were in
France and I met a nice young french girl and after the
war was over we got married . up here at St. Anthony's
Church in NewHaven, so that was the start really of my
band work, then later on, Jim Fleming, who you know.

EO

Footguard.

Mr

Footguard came down to see me and he says What tie ups do
you have now with the band. The band has been activated.

Well, I says, I still lead it because the fellow that
leads it now lives in Bridgport. What you got in mind
Major. Well John the footguard will make it nice for
you to get some good men and maybe you can get a lot
of these men that you have now to join. Well that's
what happened and we have been in it ever since. Now
this is a matter now of 15 or more years and we have
been the band of the Governor's Footguard. It's not
an easy thing to get professional men to join a · · band.

EO

Its a very good band.

MT

The Footguard of course has their own drum corps as you
know and we cooperated and tryed to help out each other
as much as possible.
·

WFG

What was your instrument in the Boy's Club Corps when you
first started.

MT

Fife.

WFG

Your a fifer initially, your first instance

MT

Yeh

EO

We're fifers so we can relate to that.

WFG

We can relate to that.

EO

Do you know who Charlie Tarr's instructor was, who his
instructor had been? Did he ever make mention· of that.

MT

No, No. All we know that he was supposed to be top
something in fifeing.

EO

Is he still alive do you know.

MT

I haven't the least idea.

WFG

I don't thin~ so.

EO

He was up to a few years ago, I saw him with the Lancraft
Old Timers, he is another one I would like to interview
if he is still around.

MT

Yeh, and Earl Sturtz if he is still around .

EO

Well we have intereviewed Earl and we are going to go
back and interviewtim again. He's great .
Who was Earl playing with when he first started tmching
your group.

MT

He was with the Lancraft also.

EO

He was also with Lancraft then.

MT

Well Lancraft in those days was The Big Corp.

EO

That was the big Corps, yes.

WFG

That was around, just prior to World War I, 1910.

MT

Yeh, 1910, 1912 and so on.

EO

What other corps were you associated with major?
What other drum corps?

MT

Just the Boy's Club.

EO

Just the Boys Club . Who was some of the better known fifers
and drummers back in those days? Can you think of any
of the names of any of the Corps that you encoutered?

MT

Thats almost impossible to try and think that far back.
Remember its 50-odd years ago.

EO

I know.

MT

Had I known what you were after I could have maybe aug
up some old records that I may have and see if I have
a list of the men who were in the Corps at that time.

EO

If you have any old records like that, if we could
photostat them, we would really appreciate it.

MT

I'll look around . I haven't seen anything here on my
bookcase that points back that far. You know once you
get out of the drum corps field and you go into band
work you.

EO

I know its a different thing entirely.

WFG

What, you mentioned with the Footguard Fife & Drum field
music was that something that existed before the Second
World War.

MT

Yes.

WFG

How far back does that go.

MT

Well I can remember that before me was Bob Deerbacker and
before him was George Hyer and than there was a man by
the name of Guilford . That's as far back as I can trace
the leadership of the band. Now who the drum corps were,
the men in the corps at that time I couldn't recall .

EO

It's Odd . Tonight I was ready an article about the
Madison Drum Ch:'ps band which Jack McGuire sent to me and
one of the leaders of the Madison band was named Guilford.
this is in the late 1800's. Its an unuall last name perhaps
its the same man. Do you recall some other great corps

of that period? You said Lancraft was the important one .
Some of the other corps .
MT

Well there was a fine corps up in Waterbury and there
was an excellent one -up in Torrington. And •••

EO

Do you remember the names of the corps?

MT

No I don't recall now but I now that we went there because
they had either a convention or one of those Saturday night
dances or things where they invite all of the corps up to
parade. In those days a drum corps was something . It was
invited everywhere to help put on a show and • •• •

EO

Would the Waterbury corps have been the Matatuck corps
or the Ancient Corps or maybe •.••

MT

It might have been the Matatuck

EO

I know the Moose Corps was supposed to be a very good
corps but they were modern. Was Torrington Corps modern
or ancient?

Ml'

I think it was ancient.

EO

It was ancient?

MT

Yeh .

EO

There was a Torrington
1 Corps there in the late 1800's
tha t might have continued into the early 1900 1 s. I don't
know if this would be the same corps or not .

MT

In those days we had a heck of a time trying to get transportation. We didn't have cars .

WFG~

How did you get back and .f orth when you would go on these
things .

MT

We would hire a bus and the whole corps would go on the bus
up to Torrington or up to Waterbur y or up to Meriden, those
of the three cities in my point of view are outstanding
because I know we went there and I can't tell you what the
occassion was but well as I said before each one of these
big corps that enterbained these sponsored .••

EO

A field day or something.

MT

a program of some kind and they would invite these corps
up and of course our corps would be all the young blood
and we were all rearing to go. You know. Not looking
necessarily for women but going of to meet the people who
we know were better than us. My attitude in life has
been to always look to , my mother used to always say, Look
to the people who are better than you and not worse thanyou .
And we carried that idea out and always try to associate
with corps who had a reputation.

EO

Did your corps go out of state at all?

MT

I don't recall the corps going on, as I said, transportation
was not like it was today.

EO

Do you recall having come in contact with any drum corps
from out of state, any corps that might have come in to
any field day or convention , or any such thing?
I was wondering what you impression might have been of
out of state drum corps at the time.

MT

The only carps that I know of that came from out of state
was bugling drum corps. I don't recall of any fif and
drum. Most of these westerly cities have got bugle and
drum corps. And in most cases they were tied up with a
band. So they would use the given drum in connection with
marches that had bugle and drum parts like Sousa marches.

WFG

Do you object if I smoke.

MT

No. Go ahead.

EO

Do you have any idea as to what system of drumming they
might have used among the drum corps then, Did they have
any one set books that they went by? f 1

MT

That I couldn't tell you.
Well I was only 16 at the time and it was all knew to me.

EO

I know these aren't things that would make that much
impression on a kid but I thoug~you just might have
just heard some talk about it and it might have just
registered. How about do you know if many of the
drummers back then read music? Did they just learn
by road or did any of them read it?

MT

I think they most of them learned by rudiments.
the expression?

EO

Right, I was wondering if they used music at all.

MT

I don't think so.

WFG

You didn't as a fifer.

MT

No.

WFG

What system did you use?
or any system at all?

EO

For fingering?

MT

Oh, mostly he would play a tune, I noticed that the footguard
drum corps even used it today a number that we used to play
years ago.

Is that

I know we didn't.

Was there a numbered system

WFG

Lancraft called it picnic.

EO

Picnic, Village Picnic.

MT

What did they call it.

WFG

Picnic.

MT

Picnic I guess t~ats ..•

EO

Village Quickstep is another name. That's a popular
Grand Army tune.
What kind of fife's did most of the corps use, Did they
use metal fifes, wooden fifes, do you recall?

MT

Mostly metal.

EO

And probably made locally then I suppose.

MT

I don't recall now how we got them or where we got them

WFG

Were they similar to the metal fifes you see tcdty?

MT

Yes.

WFG

Did you ever come across any aluminum fifes that go way
back? Very light weight.

MT

It seems to me that we had some aluminum fifes that there
supposed to be sweeter in tone and so on and so forth.
I don't know what the footguard used. I offered to get
up there some night and give them a hand playing a few
numbers if I wanted to, but they probably feel, what the
hell doe s he know about drum corps. You know what I mean.
After all any band that can read music.

EO

That's right, we have two exceptionally good fifers
in our corps that are accomplished
and learning
the flute certainly didn't do any harm on the fife. They
are tremendous musicians . Exceptionally good. Did many
or any of the local corps use mouth pieces on the fifes?

MT

I don't remember every seening any .

EO

This was something the corps over East used quite abit
but I don't remember seeing any in any old pictures either
I was wondering if any had ever caught you eye.

MT

No .

EO

Charlie Tarr didn't probably read music if he taught you
by just playing a tune and having you follow it.

MT

No, he taught us by ear, as you might Siy .

EO

Did you ever come in contact with any of the drum corps
from over the East, over east like Deep River or Chester,
Moodus, East Hampton or Higganum?

MT

It seems to me that we did take part with a group over
from Deep River. What the occasion was I don't know, But
this was when we were young and Deep River didn't mean
anything to us, you know, but I know we were always
rearing to go to these places because being young men
we were anxious to see and hear people in a corps work.

EO

The Deep River Corps was usually made the Guilford fair
each year, so that possible been were you might have run
into them.

MT

Yes,

EO

Back about that period they were playing petty actively
to Guilford. Do you recall how their style differed in
any way from the style that the New Havenarea corps
played or is that anything that made any impression on you?

Mr

I don't think that
.
I'm just trying to think of a couple of corps that did a
good job. We always tried to immulate ourselves after,
like I said a little while ago, always look to the better
corp and not to the ones that are worse than you. And
this was the kind of spirit we tried to instill in the
follows after all we were young, all kids you know. So.
it didn 1t cost them anything to practice at the Boy's Club
cause the Boy's Club didn't provide the drums, and fifes
and the bass drum but other than that I can't say that
I can recall using music. Not as a fifer.

EO

How did you raise money for the instruments?

Mr

Well the Boy's Club paid for the fifes and drums.

EO

Oh they bought them, I see,

Mr

See it was the Boy's Club drum corp.

EO

What was the first corps that you remember seeing wearing
a colonial style uniform?

MT

I think the one that sticks out in my mind mostly was
Lancraft.

EO

Lancraft.

Ml'

The ones we had at the Boy's Club were mostly typicla
blue uniforms which didn't cost to -much.

EO

Band style uniforms.

MT

Yes.

EO

Did you ever come in contact with any Ancients from
Bridgport, Meriden, Bethal, areas really out of this
section. Like the Bridgeport, Deven, Stratford area
had several ancient corps in that period and I was
wondering if you ever saw any of them or heard any of
them.

MTq

I might have heard them at that time especially when
we went to Brideport we would hear the corps down there
but to tell you which corps it was I would just be giving
a very peor guess . You don't want that kind of answer
you want some ...

EO

Well any recellection is fine. I was wondering if anything
impressed you about any difference in style in the way
they played from the way that the corps around here played.
No, and I think the only corps that impressed me alot was
the appearance and playing of Lanaaft.

WFG

Did they always have in those days, was it the drums that
impressed you the most or the fife?
Well, you can't say that the drums or fifes impressed you
as much as the uniforms they wore which was your first
impression and of course Lancraft as I recall had the
deep drums and it isn't every corps that have the deep
drums.

EO

Militia Size.

MT

Militia size.

EO

Were you ever involved in judging or particiating in any
of the contests that the association ran1 Wereyou involved
in any of their activities?
Vividly right now, I would say that I took part in one or
two, what they were or where they were I haven't the least
idea. But it was the judging was so complicated and for
tone, quality, execution, and what was the other one?

EO

Time.

MT

Time and I think most of the time the judges put me on time
because they knew that I could get the time of the corps
better t~an trying to get the tone quality or execution
quality giving by the other judge so that, you know, it was
all right, you try to help out, Time is very essential if
you know how to do i~, the same way with my band today of
the band over a number of years in trying to get 120, and
if you know how to time the band your all set, when you get
any order to parade for instance they tell you that the
beat will be 116, well that shortens the pace and but
most of them want 120. So that's a national tempo anyway.
Cause 120 you can set a good tempe and you get better stride
better appearance, you look snappy. But .•.

EO

Well I was wondering if you had recalled anything about
the system of judging that they used in those days other
than the time, tone , execution . Was anything that stuck
out in your memory?

MT

No , I wouldn ' t it goes while back
the only
thing that I could tell you that two or three times I
was asked judge, it was for timing. I took to the tti.ngs
I knew more about than the other two.

EO

Do you recall anything about the New Haven Drum Corps Union?
The time they tried to organized the drum corps into a
union in New Haven .

MT

I don't recall . There was sornthing that they tried to
form an organization of drummers but I th0ught that was
part of the set up steak, you belong to the fifers and
drummers association but I don't think there was any
union involved.

EO

There was a, there was a branch or attempt to organize j
drum corps in a union. Wasn't the major's name on the
charter.

WFG

Yes.

EO

There was an old charter at Lancraft with yotrname on it.
I gues;you were secretary or something . And when was it
about 19 • • • •

WFG

About 1923, I think it was, 23 or 25 .

EO

It was attempt at organizeing drum corps, I was wondering
if you recalled anything about it.

MT

Well to tell you wha t was done or not done I couldn ' t recall
at this pertinent time. And what the purpose of the union
was I don ' t know. I :inagine that it was trying to get all
corps to ask for the same fee more than anything else
rather than compete one corps against the other but trying
to get engagements.

EO

We were kind of curious as to how it related to the lagger
musician unions and how it • • •

MT

It had no connection there at all . Because the musicians
union would not take in fifes. They would take in drummers
but they would have to pass the examination . Fifers they
don't have, I know that.

EO

Well about the same time they
least one section in New York
branches. They were a branch
if there was any relationship

had unions in Jersey and at
and they organized them in
of the local and I was wonderin
between them and the group

that was organized in New Haven because I remember years
ago meeting an old timer from New York and he told me
that he had come up to Hartford to try to organizec the
Connecticut Corps into a union.
And this is one thing that always .puzzled us as to how
this came about. And he told me that he union was a
branch of a local and that it was a specific drum corps
branch.
MT

Well I have been a member of a musicians union more than
60 years and as a matter of fact I was president and we
never had any discussion come up about drum corps. All
there was was just the Lancraft and Boy's Club, was there
any more? I don't think so. So it wasn't any competition
there at all.

EO

What were some of the favorite tunes that your corps played.

MT

Well that one about picnic was one of them.

EO

Yes.

MT

And of course Yankee Doodle was another you know. As a
matter of fact the drum corps uses Yankee Doodle today .
Its to bad that I never held down the so called manuscripts
on drum corps, Its bad enough I've got over ,, 2,000 boxes
for bands in the Library at the armory. I've been told
by a number of band leaders that I have practically the
largest band library. iri the state's outside the marine ,
corps band in Washington. I've got over 5,000 numbers

WFG

Is that your personal library.

MT

Yes, that's my personal library.
Footguard would not provide any money in the purchase of
music or to pay the instructor.

WFG

Who bears that expense.

Ml'

Thats why its personal property.

EO

Do you . recall any particularly gocrlNational
drum corps or Grand Army Drum corps?

Ml'

To be honest I can't recall of any drum corps with the
National Guard. You see, its a rather peculiar set up
in the National Guard. They only thing that the authorize
or will recognize is the regimental band, but as far as
drum corps there is no such thing in the guard.

EO

One question that we , ask everybody that we interview is
to define the term Ancient. We all know wat an Ancient
fife and drum corps is but mo one has ever come up with
an adequate definiation for it and if weL-were to try to
describe it to someone who is ··not involved with music
there not involved with drumcorps it would be hard to
do it .

If that you personally.

Guard

MI'

Well Ancient as far as I can tell was a question of tempo.
If you were a modern corps you would go into 120
If you were an ancient corps it would be back into 110
112. That was my interpretation of an Ancient corps and
of a modern corps. Modern corps was mostly for bugles
and drums, maybe a few fifes and in order to keep up with
their p l aying they would have to play the modern steps.
120 . That would be my interpretation of an ancient corps
and of a modern corps .

EO

This might be something that you might not recall either.
I was going to ask you how many of the old ancient bass
drummers that you recall use wooden bass drum mallets .
Some of the old corps used the band type mallets withthe
padding on it and other old bass drummers u sed the wooden
sticks , all wood, and I don't know if this is something
that might lave caught your eye on might remeber about.

MT

No.

EO

I have a list of some local

MI'

I have one too .

EO

Oh.

WFG

Oh yeh.

EO

Well that ' s a reel type. Do you recall having heard
of the Morris Corp~ It was started by Billy Morris in
New Haven?

MT

No I don't recall him at all.

EO

How about the Quinnipiac Hose Company.

MI

I wouldn't know that neither.

EO

The Edgewood Corps .

MI'

The Edgewood. Yes . They were one of the Ancient corps
at the time. I Ccan ' t think now who was the
But the Edgewood corps was. very active at the time I
was in the corp business .

EO

Do you recall anything particular about them .

MI'

No. But they were Rind of active in the same as we were
and the same as Lancraft was . Practically a ll of the
parades they would be in it. Who was the
i n that at that time I couldn't tell you .

(end of side 1)

EO

How about the Montros Corps?

Mr

Montros Corps was an offshoot from the Boy's Club. When
we had to give up leaving the Boy's Club we then formed
the Montros.

EO

When was that?

Mr

I would say two or three years after we left the Boy's
Club and we went down and rented some rooms down on
State Street, right near Chapel up on the third floor
and that was our new headquarters for the Montros, and
that's were we became the Montros Drum Corps.

EO

How did

Mr

I

EO

Did you have a sponsor.

Mr

No we were self supporting.

EO

How did you raise you money, from parades.

Mr

We took the money we get from playing parades and put
it in the kitty and the name Montros Drum Corps was
taken after, up at the Boy's Club there was a number
of clubs within the club, for instance the Atlas, you
recall the Atlas, well they had rooms and called themselves the Atlas and we formed a club called the Montros
Now where we picked up the name Montros, I don't know
but from that and when we were, I wouldn't say we were
pushed out but we were told that we had to look elsewhere
for quarters, we took the name of Montros which we
had in the Boy's Club and took the name for the drum corps.

WFG

About wat year would that be?

Mr

I would say about that time yes.

EO

What kind of uniform did you have?

Ml'

Blue.

EO

Was it the same uniform that you had with the Boy's Club

Ml'

Yes.

EO

And did they let you take the instruments too, or did you
~ave to get new instruments?

¥OU

come upon the name Montros.

don't recall where we got the name from but, I can't
think now.

About 1913? 14?

MT

I think they were given to us . They were dispanding the
drum corps so we were given .•• .

EO

So the Montros was a corps of young fellows then it was
an older corps .

Ml'

No .

EO

How long did it go on .

Ml'

Well the Montros drum corps was in existence up to the time
when we weat into the service in 1916, then of course
that was the end of the drum corps, most of us went into
the band , the 2nd regiment band and went down to the
so called border, but instead of going to the border
we weBt to the Big Field Artillery Range in Pennsylvai.a .
I'll think of the name of the nhing over there in a minute
but right -now I can't think of -what the name of the
training area that was there. And this is the time that
the mexican general down there was raising hell.

EO

Pancho Via

MT

Pancho Via, that ' s the fellow, and when he gave up we
came back home, so that and they started reorganizing
the second regiment and then from the 2nd Regiment when
the time came they had the first regiment in Hartford
and they decided they were going to organize a band so
they took their band and our band and decided that
our band was going to be the official 102nd Band. And
that's what we went overseas with, was the 102nd.

EO

The 102nd Band is actually an offshoot of the 2nd Regiment.
then.

Mr

Yes, right .

EO

Something about the 2nd regiment that has always puzzeled
me, that tremendous march they have the 2nd Connecticut
March, who wrote that?

MT

Daniel Warfield Reeves .

EO

Reeves, I though • • •

MT

He is from Providence .

EO

It ' s a great march .

Ml'

I must tell you how that march was formed . At the t i me that
the sand regiment was getting ready to go to Washington
for the inagural of the President.

EO

Which president was that Major.

MT

I don't recall at thep:-esent time now, but they didn't
have a band so the Colonel of the Regiment at that time
went to, tryed to get the best band in the area, so they
went over to Providence •••

EO

They had the American Band up there, wasn't that this

MT

So they got a hold of the leader of a band and said that
we'll hire your band providing that you will compose
because this guy was quite a composer, compose a march and
dedicate it as the 2nd regiment march, and he did, and the
first time that march was played was for the inaugaral in
Washington and of course since there it has become very
famous.

EO

Great March .
used thatfor something
like .25 , 30 years as a composition piece.

WFG

How does it go.

EO

Great March.

MT

Then of course than the trio of that march as the bugle
and drum solo .
I would like to have a dollar for everytime I played it.

EO

Well that was popular among modern drum corps in New York.

MT

Oh, is that so.

EO

and this one corps that we were acquainted with tn the
Bronx, which is broken up now, a very fine corps, they
played that as a contest piece for probably 25 years in
a row .

MT

OH Boy.

EO

They had a good Corps . They put 30 fifes up.

MT

Thats not an easy number to play .

EO

No its not, but they had some excellent instJoctions, they
had an old German Bandmaster teachi ng them by the name
of Max Welca ,
I don't know if the t n ame is familiar
to you, he was quite a popular bandsman in New York and
very much ef a stickler for propriety and for handling
things right and correctly. And he was also a bugle
judge. He was a very tough judge, and I remember somebody
coming up to him one time and saying Mr. Welca, Why did
you only give me 60 . He said because you stinked.
He didn t pull not punches. The word was that he had
played Bugle on Admiral Duey's flagship in Manillar Bay
in Olympia, this is how long he had been in the country
but he never lost his thick german accent, he had a little
Gottee, and the old type clump of a gottee.

band?

MT

You know, ever so once in a while, I'll get a letter from
this fellow from Providence and he will want to know what
new marches I've got, of DW Reeves, They have a Reeves,
what you call it, memoriam

WFG

museum?

MT

a building, all these things that reeves composed and so
on and that's in Providence at the present time, so that
how many Reeves marches I've got I wouldn't know without
going into the library, we have them all indexed however.

EO

How about the Irish-American drum corps of New Haven, do
you remember anything about them?

MT

They sound familiar Mut I can't recall .

EO

How about the Redmen Drum Corps? ·
They were going about the same time, these were corps
that I heard about from old timers in the footguard.

MT

The only thing I can tell you about the Rendem Drum Corps
there is a man that has been in the Redmen for 60-70
years, Al Smith, he's a
, as a matter of fact
I was 1:Blking to him about it a couple of weeks ago, I
wanted him to get a lot of us old time members of 50
60 members come down, they want to present us with 50
year medals, I can call him tomorrow or anytime suitable
to you and have him tell us over the phone .• •

EO

We would be interested in finding out whether he remembered
anything about that drum corps. I don't really know,
I think they might have been going about World War I
time .

Ml'

Let me see if I ~can, if he has a found .

EO

I think you, might as well flip that off in the meantime.

WFG

All right.

EO

How about the Merwin P0 st Grand Army republic .
sound familar to you?

Ml'.

Well I remember the Merwin Post of the, they used to
be on Court Sreet, the old music hall, now whether they
had a drum corps or not, that •.••

EO

I have a picture of them here. Actually it is a photograph
of a clipping that was in the register a long time ago and
it tells about the members in there . Its been reduced in
size so its a little difficult to read . I have a magnifying

Does that

glass here that, here this might help, I think it
gives the names of s ome of the members underneath that
photograph.

MT

These look all like youngsters.
I don't recognize any of these names, but these are
youngsters . No, all I know is that the Merwin Post
of the GAR had a place on the old Moose Hall on
Court Street and then when they, when the building was
sold they were out of luck as far as
for existance. I think that was the end of that corps.

EO

The end of the post. How about the Buttle Drum Corps.
Do you remember anything about them? I have a photographs
here of them to.

MT

No, I wouldn't know anything about them.

EO

This pidllre was taken in 1893.

MT

No, that's way before I was born.

WFG

Is that so.

Mr

You certainly have done a lot of research here.

EO

Well, we spend all of our time with this. We are trying
to collect as much history as possible before we loose
it all, because no one has ever really taken drum corps
seriously in the past and drum corps fiave just been one
of those things that everybodylnew was around but never
bothered to set anything down and we are trying to~t
as much as possible so that we can come up with some sort
of a history of the development of fifing and drumming
in this country . No speak with some sense as to how
theses things came about. And the only way we find that
we can do it is to talk to people like yourself who
remember back in the early period, and might possibly
remember something from an early generation, something
they might have heard spoken about.
Do you remember Stoney Creek back in its early days?

Mr

Stoney Creek Drum Corps .

EO

Right

MT

Yes, But who they were or who the individuals were I don't
know. I know that they were in the fields at that time.

EO

Do you recall anything particular about them?
For instance style of playing.

MT

No . Only like the drum corps in taking after the Edgewood.
Its one of those corps that you know about, but .••

I was born in 1893.

EO

They were around.

MT

Yes, They were around.

EO

How about the New Haven Grays . They had a drum corps at
one time. Were they active when you were playing?

MT

No.

EO

I have a photograph here also, I don't know what year this
was lets see. I think its 1908. The drum corps over
here and I was wondering if you remembered anything about
anybody that might have been in there?

MT

Do you know anybody in the Grays now?

EO

No.

MT

What you ought to do is, when you come down the office
I'll call up Smith for you and I'll call up the Captain
of the, well its really company A and find out if they
got any, of course, their an outfit that probably would
carry a lot in their history book.

EO

They may have some of the old names?

MT

Yes, same way with the footguard. You know they are
getting up a history right now you know, and that's
something I have been helping the major on. He may
have something from histor:iml background, you know ••.

EO

That would be interesting.

Ml'

who was in it . I know that the present names of the
band and drum corps are going to be included in this
history and I have been giving out, free of charge I
understand one historical

EO

Bicentennial?

MT

When the Bicentennial comes up .

EO

Very good. I have the history book that they put out
at their 175th anniversary. I was living in New York
at the time and I came up with the drum corps in New
York and we played at the affair and I have that. It
was very nicely done, bound volume about so big.

MT

Well I have that.

EO

Yes, Its quite a nice publication .
Do you remember any pronounced difference in fife styles
or drum styles between the various corps. I would say
no, because being an amatuer, you know. I think that
?
your style after your instructor and in our
case we thought we had the finest instructor available.

EO

You probably played the Lancraft style .•

MT

style, yeh .

EO

And I guess Montros did the same.
What was your first parade?
That's a very hard thing to say. Whether it was the
Columbus Day Parade or whether the Memorial Day Parade.
Its probably the same thing as today. Today for instance
Colonel Plumbing, Joe Plumbing called me up and said your
all set for the Irish Parade and I said When is it.
He says Don't tell me you don't know. I said No, nobody
approached me on it yet, you see they take advantage you
know and then this at first I asked him whose paying for it

EO

That always stops them doesn't it.

WFG

You must of found an answer to that one.

MT

Yes, he then asked Jimmy Dillian, the cop 1r you know, he
is secretary of this thing you know, I said what you had
better do is get a letter in to John Bezzel the chairman
of the Music Performance Trust Fund and he handles the
money as far a s national concern . on given, paying for
music out of that fund. You better get a letter to him
right off the bat because if he doesn't get an approval
from New York , your out of luck as far as our band's
concerned in participating and not getting paid. We won't
turn out unless we get paid .
t

EO

It's not a good practice to do it anyway .

MT

Now, this business of playing for every'.1darn thing that
comes along and not getting paid for it.

EO

No, they don't appreciate it.

MI'

No .

EO

We found that out a long time ago the more you charge them
the more they figure well they must be a wonderful outfit
because they darge a lot of money.

MT

I got a letter also from Naugatuck. They want use to go
up there and play a concert, but I also got a letter from
which the major just turned over to me, some women down
in Wilton, Connecticut wants the parade to go to Washington
to play a parade and two concerts.

EO

She called me too.

Mr

She did? And so I wrote her a letter and sent Major
Sheck a copy of it.

EO

Its on a monday.

MT

What the requirements were, how many concerts and how
long and who would be the
agent we could look
to for payment of the bill. Now that was about a week
ago I sent that letter. Last Month as a matter of fact
I gave Major Sheck a copy of that letter . Now when she
hears that, we, go to Washington, Hey, How about the
bus, How about the stay overnight, which is going to be
an overnight affair, How about the hotel. You know this
is one of those fly by nights organization.

EO

Something to do with the Connecticut Bicentennial Day or
something like that.

MT

Yes.

EO

Weremany of the old drums or fifes home made?

MT

I don't think so, we always bought ours, the only time
we have anything to being home made when the follows
put their sticks through the drum head and punctures
the drum head then we had to go out and buy a drum head
to replace it. That's about the only time I can recall
we had anythin~ to do with rebuilding a drum. Of course
a fife you don t have to rebuild.

EO

How about the sticks, did they buy the sticks also, or
did any of them make them?

MT

No, those were made

EO

They made them all.
What were some of the most outstanding parades that you
recall in having participated in?

MT

Well, I w:>uld say the Memorial Day Parades, and oh I
don't recall anything that you would say was outstanding.
The Irish-American Paraqe is always a
event
and we went to Naugatuck last year and paraded up there
but they paid us out of town funds • •

EO

Do remember whether Ancient drum corps got together at
affairs other then parades? Did they ever get together
on social affairs? The various corps?

MT

Well the only socials that I can think of is for instance
if the Torrington Drum, fife and drum corps gave a party
of some kind they would invite all of the corps in the
state to go up there and were bounds to get money for
transportation and we would make the trip, then of course
there they gave you some beer and sandwiches, you know,
there was no money involved. Those days were nice
because there were no money involved and you were up there
for the spree of the corps, you know, but those days are
fini' as the French would say.

EO

Was there any kind of a good feeling between the various

ancient corps or did they have any problems between them?
MT

I don't think there was any problems. There wasn't as far
as the Montros or the Boys Club drum corps were concerned.

EO

Were there many junior corps such as yours, many boy's
corps or were they mostly all adult corps?
I can't vivedly say now what there was in a lot of boy's
drum corps, all I know is that we as part of the boy's
club itself, or the Montros, which were an offshoot from
the boy's club. They were the only ones that I can think
of. We were actually young.

WFG

Were there any young girls involved?

MT

No we had no girls.

WFG

Fifers or drummers.

MT

No we had no girls.

EO

In any of the other corps?

MT

No, not that I can recall.

WFG

Not that case today.

MT

As a matter of fact I only think its been in the last
few years that you had some girls in drum corps, one
down in West Haven, for instance, they call themselves
the Carols or something.

EO

Carol Cadetts or something.

WFG

Oh, Yes .

EO

When did you make your last turnout with the fife and
drum corps, do you remember the occasion.

MT

No, to be honest with you I couldn't say.
I'll be
in my sleep.

EO

Well that' s good. Well probably start your thinking
and you will come up with all sorts information for the
next time.

MT

Yes, that's right.

It might be

You would be surprised what I do lots of times when I'm
dreaming about something, I'll get up, come over here to
my desk and make a note.

EO

Oh that's the best way to do it.

MT

Of course, you depend upon when you get up in the morning

WFG

You forget.

MT

It's all past.

EO

Have you ever heard of any particular influence that the
Grand Army Drum Corps might have had on local fifing and
drumming? I know you hadn't encountered any Grand Army
Corps but I was wondering if you had heard about any
influence that they might have had on styles?

MT

No.

EO

Did any of the ancient corps use :the shallow militia size
snare drums? Or did all of the ancients that you recall
use the big drums?

MT

They used the deep ones. Especially when they called
themselves and ancient corps, you know that was part of
the set up, plus the uniforms that tha Lancraft used
for instance,

EO

Did you know George Cook?
He was bass drum with Lancraft, he died at 94 or so.

WFG

Just a few years ago.

EO

How about Alex Smith? Old drummer from Clintonville
who had played with Lancraft and the Footguard. He played
with the footguard years and ¥ears ago.

MT

Well about the footgurd, I can only go back 15 years,
since I've been in see. But as for prior to that I don't
know. I do know the three band leaders who I have
succeeded . I know them personally, because they were
in the band field, and they were in the musicians union
Bob Deerbacker, then George Hyer, and old man •••

EO

George Hyer was with the footgurd, I think he was a judge
in New York State, I think he was a fife judge, way back
in the early
. I think hewis a New York fife
judge, a Connecticut fife judge in New York. Its probably
the same man.

MT

Oh, yes. He's got a name that you can tell in a minute
whether it was the same individual, it was Heyer, George
Heyer.

EO

That's name is very familiar, I think it was the same
one. How about Burns Moore? Did you know Burns?

MT

Oh, yes, Burns Moore, sure.

EO

Tell us a little bit about him and your association with
him and what you remember about him.

MT

Burns had quite a reputation as a drummer, as a matter of
fact Old Man Ludwig of Ludwig Instrument Company out in
Chicago, well I went out there one year attending a convention and he said, How is Burns Moore getting along. How
do you know Burns Moore. Of course Burns always made himself popular with these music outfits by coming and giving
a demonstration and starting off with that slow roll you
know up to a loud roll, Yes, Burns Moore was a fine drummer .
If he still alive.

EO

No, he died several years ago, I was wondering if you would
want to comment on his influence on local drumming . I know
hemd a great influence, but I •••.

MT

He had a lot of pupils, and who they were and what they wer
that I couldn't tell but the only one that succeeded him
in the teaching of drumming was ..•

EO

Earl, Earl Sturtz.

MT

Not Earl Sturtz, but what's his name in West Haven,
I'll think of his name in a minute.

WFG

Not Dan English?

MT

Huh?

WFG

Not English?, Dan English

MT

No.

EO

Not

MT

Oh, this guy was an officer in the musicians union and
people that want to teach their youngsters how to play
they go to this fellow in West Haven, I can't think of
his name right now, but as a rtiatter of fact, I have
already approached him about these two alter boys, one
of them I became a godfather for and I picked him up
every sunday morning and take him to church and then
I have to go anyway because I with the
head collector, and I'm a trustee of the
church and you get to know everybody, and everybody
comes to you , so, they wanted to know if I wouldn't
piek him up and come down to the church . Well they
live way out in Congress Avenue, its a hell of a haul.
I'd take him down, they would stay from 9:30 past on
11:00, then I would take him home. and invariably the
mother would always, Mr . Teta, you going to stay for
dinner, well come on your going to say, and this woman
I could tell for a woman that was born in italy she is
a terrific cook, She can make a chicken soup, take a
whole chicken cut it up in about 15, 20 pieces and
she will have a delicous chicken soup with carrots, and
onions and celery, you know the old fashioned soup.

Oh

Rtcher?

Then she would follow that up with homemade macroni and
sausage and broscoile, so we got very friendly, especially
when I was godfather for the oldest t of the two boys,
and thats up at the church, say come and ride down to
the oldest boy, Philip, he says
Mr. Teta, you know where I can pick up a guitar, I said
Phil, do you really want to learn how to play the guitar,
Yes, I says O.K. I'll sponsor you, I'll get you a
good teacher, and I got him a fellow thats outstanding
on guitar, Joe Denaro, in Branford, well East Haven to
be exact. Well I take him over there every Wednesday,
I didn't take him over there yesterday on a kind of the
damn storm. but I pay for his lessons, well we haven't
bought a guitar, we have rented one from Goldie, this
was Joe's recommendation, you don't know how these kids
will be, whether they will stay with it or not.
But he
says if we find that this boy ~eally wants to learn, then
we will think about getting him a new one and getting him
a good one, right now we still got the old rented one
from Goldie's, $5.00 a month, and $20.00 a month for
his lessons, four lessons a month, every Wednesday, so
I pick him up, take him over and wait, this is the
sacrifice you make, you know, we italians, neither one
of you are ita lians.

EO

No.

WFG

No, my wife is italian .
I think her mother would get upset about you comment that •.

EO

Even though shes Italian ...

